
Sea eagles& Co. 
Experience an unforgettable photo adventure in 
the beautiful Feldberg lake landscape and capture 
the world of white-tailed eagles, Milane and Co. in 
your photos forever.  

Procedure 
We deal intensively with the photography of sea eagles, Milanese 
and everything that challenges us to photographic achievements on 
the lake. With good luck we also meet the osprey that lives nearby 
and raises its young. All this makes possible for us Ranger Fred Boll-
mann, who has been working with the animals for over 20 years. On 
his electric boat we go out and the birds of prey often wait to get the 
ejected fish from the water surface at a distance of between 10-30 
meters.   
 
The procedure is based on agreement with Ranger Fred Bollmann 
due to his experience. We have no influence on the weather, the 
light and the sighting of the birds of prey. We are wildlife on the 
road! In order to get to the tours, we organise carpooling on site by 
arrangement.

Photo Adventure 2024
Sea eagles, Milane & Co.

Benefits 
- 5x action tours in the morning and evening  
- View and discuss pictures together  
- Practical tips and suggestions  
- 4x dinner together



Not included in the price
-Individual travel and travel costs 
-costs for accommodation and tourist tax  
-Additional meals, all drinks

Dates 
31.05.-04.06.2024
 
09.08.-13.08.2024
    

Price
5 Days for 1280,00 Euro   

Accommodation  Pension Gärtnerinnenhaus

The cultural estate is located directly on Lake Wrechener and is in its location the most beautiful place for 
relaxation.
Single room incl. Breakfast per night 96,00 Euro
Double room incl. Breakfast per night 119,00 Euro
Prices are subject to change and may be subject to inflation.

Contact: info@kultur-gut-wrechen.de  or www.kultur-gut-wrechen.de    

Participants 
6 - 8 Participants 

If the number of participants is not 
reached, the organiser may withdraw 
from the travel contract up to 30 days 
before the start of the trip.

Cancellation fees and payment conditions
For this trip:
Cancellation:  
- Deposit at booking = 40% per person
- Final payment 120 days before departure
- Cancellation by 121. Day before departure = 40% 
- Cancellation of the 120. day before departure and in case of 
no-show = 100%



Workshop 

Friday
Arrival with meeting and dinner together in Wrechen on the estate at 6 pm incl. 
Presentation of workshop director/photographer Ina and ranger Fred Bollmann. 
Explanation of the workshop procedure (how do I behave on the boat/in hiding 
place, camera settings). In addition, there is an introduction and explanation for the 
booking of the photo seats and hiding places.

Saturday 
Action tour in the morning and evening with Ranger Fred Bollmann.  
After the action tour in the morning, the day can be individually designed. On 
request, everyone is taken to a hiding place and spend the day there!

Sunday
Action tour in the morning followed by discussion of the photos together and ideas 
for the image design.  On request you can also book a hideaway and spend the rest 
of the day until the evening there. Action tour in the evening additionally possible 
with 3 people.

Monday 
Self-design of the day or walk with different motifs in nature. In the evening an 
action tour takes place in a completely different light. Action tour in the morning 
additionally from 3 people possible.

Thursday 
Actiontour in the morning and after breakfast we say goodbye! 
On request we will take you to a photo hiding place or wish you a good ride home!



Photographer
My name is Ina Schieferdecker, 51 years old and I 
have been photographing wildlife for many years. 
I have been visiting Fred for a few years and am 
fascinated by his work. Let yourself be enchanted!  
 
If you are interested, please contact me personally and I 
can answer all open questions quickly!

Photo experience 
Please inform yourself at the page of Fred Bollmann about current 
possibilities in his hiding places. You will have the opportunity to reserve a 
hiding place in advance, depending on availability and current possibilities. 
The hiding places are to be paid directly to Ranger Fred Bollmann in cash 
and not included in the price. Please register in advance to receive exact 
details. I will also be happy to inform you about our possibilities with 
prices and reserve it for you.
                   www.ranger-tours.de     

Lists of materials 
- Camera with lenses from 200 mm and accessories  
- Tripod for seats 
- Laptop, USB stick, batteries, memory cards 
- Binoculars on your own request 
- Weatherproof windproof clothing, not in bright     
   bright colours  
- mosquito and sun protection 
- at the exits is urgently to pay attention to headgear     
(Basecup).

Telefon: 0151-16574149 or Mail: ina.wolfi@hotmail.com or wirte me a personal message !!!


